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Bug reports typically contain detailed descriptions of failures, hints at the location

of the corresponding defects, and discussions. Developers usually resolve bugs

using comments in descriptions and discussions. The time to fix a bug varies

greatly. Previous studies have investigated bug reports, but the influence of

comments on bug fixing time is not well understood. This study adopts a

convolutional neural network (CNN) and gradient-based visualization approach

called Grad-cam to elucidate the impact of comments on bug fixing time and

extract features. A feature represents an observed characteristic in a bug report

when processing via deep learning. Specifically, CNN classifies bug reports, and

then Grad-cam visualizes the decision basis of CNN by identifying the top 10 word

sequences used in the prediction. Here, the features are major word sequences

extracted by Grad-cam. In an experiment, the proposed method classified more

than 36,000 actual bug reports from Bugzilla with an accuracy of 75%–80%.

Additionally, the visualization highlighted di�erences in the stack trace and word

abstraction by bug fixing time. Bug reportswith short bug fixing times are concrete,

whereas those with a long bug fixing time are abstract.
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1. Introduction

Bug reports provide details of glitches such as code defects in software. The content

quality varies widely (Zimmermann et al., 2010), and there is not a universal format. Some

reports hint at the location or root cause of the defect (i.e., bug), while others provide

scant information.

Bug reports serve different purposes. Software testers use bug reports to record failures

and bugs, whereas developers reference them to fix bugs. Additionally, Open Source Software

(OSS) projects collect bug reports in repositories to accumulate knowledge.

Even if a bug report is described, it does not guarantee that the corresponding issue will

be resolved. Factors influencing bug fixing time are the attributes of the initial report and

the presence of comments (Panjer, 2007; Zhang et al., 2012). Another factor may be the

description and the discussion in the bug report, but their influences are not well researched.

Previous studies have evaluated efficient bug fixing using bug reports. Some studies have

aimed to predict, assign, and search bug reports (Shokripour et al., 2012; Youm et al., 2015;

Han et al., 2017; Noyori et al., 2018). One study investigated bug localization. Recently, deep

learning has been applied to bug-related activities, including identifying, predicting, and

tracing bug reports (Guo et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017; Palacio et al., 2019). However, the basis

for many deep learning predictions remains a black box.
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This study examines the influence of descriptions and

discussions on bug reports. Here, the comments represent the

description and discussion. The objective of this study is to

extract features automatically to support bug reporters and

software developers having better understanding andmaking better

descriptions and discussions in bug reports from the viewpoint of

bug fixing.

To achieve the objective, this study proposes a bug report fixing

time prediction and visualization method, as shown in Figure 2,

with correspondences to the following research questions.1 First,

bug reports are classified into two groups (long and short) based

on fixing time as determined by a convolutional neural network

(CNN). CNN is a common deep learning technique to predict

binary classifications. In this study, the explanatory variable is the

fixing time. Then, Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping

(Grad-cam) (Selvaraju et al., 2017) can visualize the decision basis

prediction by CNN as it reveals the word sequence used in the

prediction. Examining the word sequences characterizes bug report

comments by fixing time and reveals differences in the stack traces

and the discussion abstraction level.

This study has two main contributions:

• The CNN-based bug report fixing time prediction method

is proposed to classify bug reports. CNN learns the binary

classification of the bug fixing time (long or short).

• The proposed method is also capable of visualizing the

decision basis prediction by CNN to identify features

that represent an observed characteristic in a bug report

when processing via deep learning. Here, the features are

word sequences extracted by Grad-cam. Specifically, word

sequences are divided into parts of speech, and the distribution

is assessed to determine the decision basis.

• The proposed prediction and visualization system is evaluated

for more than 36,000 actual bug reports from Bugzilla.2

This study confirmed that our proposed method accurately

relates comments in bug reports with fixing time lengths.

Furthermore, this study confirmed that our method can

identify the differences in bug report features by fixing

time categories.

The rest of this study is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses

related studies. Section 3 describes our proposed method. Section

4 presents our experiment. Section 5 identifies threats to validity.

Section 6 lists recommendations to improve bug reports. Finally,

Section 7 provides the conclusion and future directions.

2. Related work

Previous studies have analyzed bug reports using deep learning.

The similarities and differences of our proposed method to existing

studies are presented below.

1 This study substantially extends our preliminary 6-page conference paper

presented at ICAICA 2021 (Noyori et al., 2021b). Explanations of the proposed

method and related works are considerably revised and expanded in a

well-structured paper format.

2 Bugzilla is a trademark of the Mozilla Foundation. https://bugzilla.mozilla.

org/.

2.1. Predicting bug fixing times and severity

The task of bug fixing time prediction can be categorized as

a text classification task. In modern machine learning, a typical

model of text classification is structured as follows: a set of training

text samples that are already labeled with a class is given; then, the

knowledge related to the target class is either manually defined by

human experts or automatically extracted by computer programs;

the knowledge is, then, used to classify new data samples (Kowsari

et al., 2019).

Classical machine learning classification algorithms such as

Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Hidden Markov

Model (HMM), and Random Forest remain helpful under

certain situations. However, deep learning-based classifiers have

shown better efficiency and effectiveness than most of the

classical machine learning approaches in the background of

big data. There are many deep learning models for text

classification available today, including RNN-based models, CNN-

based models, capsule neural networks, models with attention

mechanisms, and memory-augmented networks (Minaee et al.,

2022).

Both machine learning and deep learning have been employed

to predict bug fixing times (Giger et al., 2010; Marks et al., 2011;

Zhang et al., 2013; Habayeb et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2020; Gomes

et al., 2022, 2023). A summary of studies that conducted mining

on bug management databases to achieve learning models related

to bug fixing times is presented in Table 1, which is an extension of

the research summarization by (Lee et al., 2020), with additions of

the latest studies and our method.

Giger et al. (2010) adoptedDecision Tree analysis to predict and

bin bug reports into two classes by utilizing bug report attributes:

fast and slow. Marks et al. (2011) used a decision tree-based

algorithm, particularly Random Forest, to classify a bug given the

bug report attributes into one of the three classes: fixed in less than

3 months, 1 year, and 3 years. Zhang et al. (2013) utilized k-Nearest

Neighbor (kNN) to predict for a given bug report whether the fix

will be fast (i.e., short time) or slow (i.e., long time) by utilizing bug

report attributes including the severity and priority, which inspired

us to use machine learning methods for predicting bug fixing

time. Habayeb et al. (2018) proposed an approach using Hidden

Markov Models (HMMs) and temporal sequences of developer

activities to identify bug reports with expected bug fixing times. Lee

et al. (2020) proposed an approach for predicting bug fixing times

over time by adopting deep neural networks including Residual

Long Short-Term Memory (RLSTM) and Bi-direction Long Short-

Term Memory (BLSTM) models for analyzing log streams of

bug-related activities and text data retrieved from bug tracking

systems. Gomes et al. (2023) compared various well-known ML

classifiers such as Random Forest and Support Vector Machine

(SVM) on long-lived bug prediction using Bidirectional Encoder

Representations from Transformers (BERT) and Term Frequency–

Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)-based feature extraction.

Furthermore, one study used CNN to predict whether an issue is

security-related (Palacio et al., 2019), while another predicted the

severity of software vulnerability with CNN (Han et al., 2017). As

shown in the table, although it is hard to compare them directly due

to the difference in target datasets, our method can be competitive

in terms of prediction performance with a particular focus on bug

report text.
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TABLE 1 Summary of research on bug fixing time adopted by Lee et al. (2020) with additions of the latest studies and our method.

Paper Problem definition Input data Learning model Metric (%)

Giger et al. (2010) Bug fixing time binary classification Report attributes Decision tree F1 score (66–68)

Marks et al. (2011) Bug fixing time 3-class classification Report attributes Random Forest Accuracy (64–67)

Zhang et al. (2013) Bug fixing time binary classification Report attributes kNN F1 score (68–77)

Habayeb et al. (2018) Bug fixing time binary classification Developer activity features HMM F1 score (74), Accuracy (71)

Lee et al. (2020) Bug fixing time multi-class (from 2-class

to 9-class) classification

Bug-related activities RLSTM and BLSTM Accuracy (66–74)

Gomes et al. (2023) Bug fixing time binary classification Report text SVM (and others) with BERT

and TF-IDF

Accuracy (57–62)

Our method Bug fixing time binary classification Report text CNN with word embedding Accuracy (around 75)

Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, important words

and characteristics to predict bug fixing time have yet to be

determined. Although there has been a comparison of different text

feature extraction approaches in terms of the accuracy of machine

learning classifiers (Gomes et al., 2022, 2023), important concrete

features have yet to be examined well. The influence of comments

on bug fixing time is not well understood.

Unlike previous reports, this study not only employs CNN

but also analyzes the decision basis for the CNN prediction. The

novelty of the proposed approach lies in the visualization of the

decision basis prediction by CNN to identify features that represent

an observed characteristic in a bug report when processing.

In future, we plan to compare our method directly with

approaches based on other existing state-of-the-art models (such

as BERT), to confirm the model performance by additional

comparative experiments.

2.2. Classifying bug reports and detecting
duplicates

Machine learning and deep learning have been used to classify

bug reports and detect duplicates. Previous research indicates that

these approaches are highly accurate (He et al., 2020; Neysiani

and Morteza, 2020; Ahmed et al., 2021; Isotani et al., 2021) and

can classify requirement documents (Hey et al., 2020). However,

previous studies have yet to fully visualize the classification and

duplicate detection processes. To address this shortcoming, this

study extracts important words related to bug fixing time by

visualizing the decision basis of deep learning-based predictions.

2.3. Evaluating bug reports

Bug report contents have been investigated. Using a

questionnaire, one study identified differences between the

information shared by reporters and useful information according

to developers (Yusop et al., 2016). For example, reporters indicated

that titles and summaries are important, whereas developers felt

that they are unnecessary. Developers want to know the cause of

the issue, but this information is often omitted. A different study

investigated supplementing omitted content using information

from previous bug reports (Zhang et al., 2017). Another study

identified typical patterns in the discussion of bug reports (Noyori

et al., 2021a). Unlike these previous studies, which only evaluated

the presence or lack of content, this study implements deep

learning and visualization to investigate specific descriptions such

as important words in relation to bug fixing times.

2.4. Visualizing self-attention

Few studies have investigated deep learning applications related

to the visualization of bug reporting. One study categorized defect

reports using BERT and denoted essential words in a categorization

by visualizing self-attention (Hirakawa et al., 2020). Although our

method also visualizes important regions using deep learning, this

study analyzes the application results with an emphasis on the

bug fixing time. Moreover, the deep learning model, in this study,

differs from the previous study. In future, these two models should

be compared.

2.5. Determining project-specific terms

Previous studies have applied natural language processing to

identify words specific to a target project or requirement. One study

extracted both a general document corpus and words specific to

the target requirement by focusing on the main words constituting

compound nouns (Gacitua et al., 2010). Unlike the previous

study, this study applies deep learning to identify important words

related to bug fixing time. In future, a study should investigate a

combination of natural language processing and deep learning.

3. Proposed method: deep
learning-based prediction and
visualization

In this section, we first show the motivation of predicting

bug report fixing time prediction and visualization. Based on the

motivation, we present the entire process of our prediction and

visualization method, followed by technical details of each step.
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FIGURE 1

Motivating example of a bug report.

3.1. Motivation

The time to fix a bug varies greatly. Previous studies have

investigated bug reports, but the influence of comments on bug

fixing time is not well understood. Figure 1 shows a motivating

example of a bug report with a short fixing time taken from

Bugzilla, a bug tracking system. This example contains a description

of the encountered issue stating “I crash with an unhandled

exception; my stack trace says: [...].” Here, the description seems

to contain general and likely less informative word sequences

such as “I crash with [...]” and somewhat specific, probably more

informative sequences such as “stack trace says [...]” from the

viewpoint of usefulness for bug fixing.

Such influence of comments on bug fixing time should be

understood well to support bug reporters and software developers

having better understanding and making better descriptions and

discussions in bug reports from the viewpoint of bug fixing.

3.2. Overview of the proposed method

To achieve the objective, this study proposes a bug report fixing

time prediction and visualization method, as shown in Figure 2

with correspondences to the following research questions.3 First,

bug reports are classified into two groups (long and short), based

on fixing time as determined by a convolutional neural network

(CNN). CNN is a common deep learning technique to predict

binary classifications. In this study, the explanatory variable is the

fixing time. Then, Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping

(Grad-cam) (Selvaraju et al., 2017) can visualize the decision basis

prediction by CNN as it reveals the word sequence used in the

prediction. Examining the word sequences characterizes bug report

comments by fixing time and reveals differences in the stack traces

and the discussion abstraction level.

Here, important words in bug report comments are extracted

using CNN. Our method employs two steps as follows: prediction

and visualization. In step 1, CNN learns the binary classification of

the bug fixing time (long or short). In step 2, Grad-cam compares

the extracted important words.

3 This study substantially extends our preliminary 6-page conference paper

presented at ICAICA 2021 (Noyori et al., 2021b). Explanations of the proposed

method and related studies are considerably revised and expanded in a

well-structured paper format.

3.3. Predicting bug fixing time

Figure 3 shows the prediction process. Deep learning divides

the bug fixing times into binary values of short and long. The

first step to predicting bug fixing time is to divide the bug reports

into two groups according to their actual bug fixing times. Next,

the CNN model is trained using the first half of the bug report

comments to learn the classification by group. The training uses

only the first half of the report because predicting bug fixing time

early in the bug fixing process is more practical. Finally, the trained

CNNmodel classifies new bug reports by fixing time.

CNN was originally designed for computer vision tasks such

as entity recognition (Lawrence et al., 1997). Later, CNN has

been adopted for text classification such as Dynamic CNN (DCNN)

(Kalchbrenner et al., 2014), and a simpler CNN-basedmodel which

applies only one convolutional layer (Zhang and Wallace, 2017).

In recent years, more CNN-based models have proven to perform

well in natural language processing tasks such as text classification.

As former studies show, CNN models could achieve the state-of-

the-art result on bug report analysis tasks. That is why we use the

CNN network as the fundamental building block of our approach.

Figure 4 shows the structure of the CNN model that we

employed. This model comprises multiple layers with the input and

output as follows.

1. Input: The model accepts the text of a bug report and tokenizes

it into a set of words.

2. Embedding layer: The embedding layer converts words into

64-dimensional vector representations.

3. Convolution layer: The convolution layer applies a filter with

its kernel size 3 to the given vectors to create outputs that

summarize the input.

4. Max-pooling layer: The pooling layer downs the sampling inputs

by taking the maximum value from each pool. In our setting, the

layer makes the input size in half.

5. Flattening and fully-connected layers: The flatten layer makes

the multidimensional input one-dimensional, followed by fully-

connected layers (i.e., dense layers) with the ReLU activation

and dropout.

6. Output: Finally, the Softmax function is applied to calculate the

probabilities of short and long fixing times.

3.4. Visualizing the decision basis

Figure 5 shows the visualization process. Our method first

applies Grad-cam to the CNN model to obtain and visualize word

sequences, which are important for prediction. Then, our method

divides word sequences into parts of speech, and the distribution

is assessed to determine the decision basis. Finally, the differences

between the words and parts of speech are compared by fixing

time categories.

As machine learning methods have become more complex in

architecture andmore prevalent in scientific research and industrial

practices, the need to explain and interpret machine learning

models has increased substantially. Grad-cam is a well-accepted

gradient-based visualization approach to determine the basis of

the decision from the created CNN-based model. Specifically,
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FIGURE 2

Overview of the proposed method.

FIGURE 3

Step 1 of the proposed method: prediction.

FIGURE 4

Adopted CNN architecture.

Grad-cam uses the gradient information flowing into the last

convolutional layer of the CNN model to assign important values

to each neuron for a particular decision of interest (Selvaraju et al.,

2017).

In ourmodel, the gradient of the convolution layer can visualize

the attention a word receives. Here, the gradient at the end of the

convolution layer of the CNNmodel is used to extract the basis of a

decision. This study assumes that the top 10 words are important

word sequences for prediction. Then, the word sequences and

parts of speech are extracted. Finally, the features in bug reports

with short bug fixing times are compared with those with long

fixing times.

Figure 6 shows a visualization result of the motivating bug

report, which is the same as that shown in Figure 6 with additional

highlights. Red indicates an important word sequence used as

a decision basis. In this example, three strings are red because

the kernel is 3-gram. Specifically, the sequence in terms of the

stack trace and concrete terms and values such as “const” are

extracted. As highlighted by this example, the description of the

stack trace and concrete terms are features of bug reports with short

fixing time.

4. Experimental evaluation

This study aims to answer three research questions (RQs)

as follows:
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FIGURE 5

Step 2 of the proposed method: visualization.

FIGURE 6

Visualization of a bug report.

RQ1. Does our CNN-based prediction method precisely

classify bug reports by fixing time? This RQ assesses whether

our CNN-based prediction method can classify bug reports.

To evaluate whether our proposed method accurately relates

comments in bug reports with fixing time lengths, the accuracy

of binary classification is determined for more than 36,000

actual bug reports from Bugzilla.

RQ2. What words compose the basis for CNN’s decisions in

bug reports? The features are word sequences extracted by

Grad-cam. Specifically, word sequences are divided into parts

of speech, and the distribution is assessed to determine the

decision basis.

RQ3. Does bug fixing time influence the basis of CNN’s

decision? To identify the differences in bug report features

by fixing time, the differences between the words and parts of

speech are compared by fixing time categories.

The three RQs were evaluated experimentally to clarify the

features of bug reports using CNN.

4.1. Dataset

We constructed and used a dataset of actual bug reports

taken from multiple OSS products. Bugzilla@Mozilla4 deals with

Mozilla-related products and is available to the public. This study

employed unique bug reports with IDs of 1,000 to 50,000 in

Bugzilla. The target dataset includes a range of Mozilla-related

4 Mozilla is a trademark of the Mozilla Foundation.

products, including SeaMonkey5 and Firefox6. Among those 49,001

bug reports from Bugzilla, only 36,274 reports were used in the

experiment because unresolved bug reports were excluded.

In future, we plan to validate the universality of our system by

evaluating the performance using other real-world datasets with

more reports.

4.2. RQ1: Predicting bug fixing time using
CNN

The threshold for a short or long bug fixing time should be

between the average and the median. Here, the average and the

median were 188 and 17 days, respectively. For convenience, the

threshold between a short and long bug fixing time was set to 100

days. Hence, the binary classification indicated that 27,350 reports

had short bug fixing times and 8,924 reports had long ones.

The dataset was randomly divided into training and test data.

CNN used 32,646 reports (90%) as training data, and the remaining

3,628 (10%) as test data. Figure 7 shows the accuracy and loss

function values. The results in the training data are denoted by acc

and loss, while the results in the test data are represented by val

acc and val loss. The x-axis is the epoch number, and the y-axis

indicates the value of accuracy and loss. For learning with an epoch

of 4 or 5, the accuracy in the training data exceeded 99%, with a

validation accuracy between 75 and 80%.

In future, we plan to conduct more experiments to implement

the N-fold cross-validation to avoid overfitting by dividing all

reports into N groups using various N values (such as two-fold and

10-fold) and calculating the average of the results.

RQ1. Does our CNN-based prediction method precisely classify

bug reports by fixing time? Our prediction accuracy based on

CNN is 75–80%.

4.3. RQ2: Words used as a decision basis

According to Grad-cam, bug reports with short fixing times

contained word sequences about concrete items (Figure 8). For

example, the visualization highlighted the software version and the

5 SeaMonkey is a trademark of the Mozilla Foundation.

6 Firefox is a trademark of the Mozilla Foundation.
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FIGURE 7

Learning results of CNN (Left: accuracy, right: loss).

FIGURE 8

Visualization of a bug report with a short fixing time.

FIGURE 9

Visualization of a bug report with a long fixing time.

phenomenon such as “19990914.” In contrast, bug reports with

long fixing times visualized abstract terms such as “problem” and

“figure” (Figure 9).

Figure 10 shows the extracted words by parts of speech,

where NN, CD, JJ, IN, DT, RB, VB, VBZ, VBP, and TO indicate

noun, cardinal number, adjective, preposition or subordinating

conjunction, determiner, adverb, verb in the base form, verb in the

third person singular present form, a verb in the non-third person

singular present form, and a preposition or infinitive marker,

respectively. Important words for bug reports with short bug fixing

times were NN followed by CD and JJ. However, those with long

bug fixing times were NN followed by IN and JJ. Additionally, CD

differed significantly by fixing times.

Because CD contents were often from stack trace descriptions,

whether the decision basis included a stack trace was evaluated. A

stack trace gives a report of the active stack frames at a particular

point during program execution. There was a stark difference by

fixing time. For bug reports with short fixing times, 29.6% of all

words in the CNNdecision basis contained stack trace descriptions.

In contrast, only 2.8% of the cases contained stack descriptions for

bug reports with long fixing times. This suggests that the presence

of a stack trace description may be a feature of short bug fixing

times. If a reporter provides the stack trace, the developer tends

to reference it. Since stack trace information in bug reports is a

suitable source for bug localization (Wong et al., 2014), and this

is a reasonable observation.

RQ2. What words compose the basis for CNN’s decisions in

bug reports? Important words of bug reports with short bug

fixing times are NN followed by CD and JJ. Those with long bug

fixing times are NN followed by IN and JJ. There is a significant

difference in CDby fixing time. Bug reports with short bug fixing

times tend to contain stack trace descriptions, whereas those

with long fixing times do not.

4.4. RQ3: Di�erence of important words
according to the part of speech

Important nouns (NN) and verbs (VB) were examined. The

results excluding the stack trace are shown below, where the

number in parentheses represents the frequency of occurrence.

Figures 11, 12 show word clouds of important nouns and

verbs, respectively.

Bug reports with short bug fixing times hadmany nouns related

to the phenomenon. The most frequent word was “line” (23 times),

which referred to the line number description in the stack trace.

This was followed by “html” (14). This denoted the basis for CNN’s

decision in the text related to the bug phenomenon. For example,

“I tried opening other simple HTML files.” It also appeared as part

of the URL. “Menu” (11) indicated bug phenomena such as “after

launching the app select composer under task menu.” Additionally,

“window” (10), “browser” (10), and “file” (9) appeared frequently

as the basis for CNNs decision.

Bug reports with long fixing times contained different nouns.

The most frequent was “bug” (22), which denoted different bug
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FIGURE 10

Percentage of important word by part of speech.

FIGURE 11

Word clouds of nouns in bug reports by fixing time.

reports, reopening, or duplicate bugs. For example, “There is a

JavaScript problem, which I saw in another bug.” The next most

common noun was “document” (16), followed by “problem” (5),

“place” (5), and “contact” (5). Bug denoted the phenomenon of a

bug or the document layer. For example, “This page uses all sorts

of nasty document layers stuff to show hidden layers.” The word

“problem” presented information. For example, “This means the

problem was with their web page.”

Nouns based on content were more prevalent for shorter bug

fixing times. In contrast, abstract nouns were more prevalent for

longer bug fixing times. The results demonstrated that abstraction

level in the comments and bug fixing time was related.

Bug reports with short bug fixing times had verbs related to

describing a story. The most frequent was “is” (28 times) followed

by “using” (6), which appeared when providing information.

For example, “Leak found using beard’s Boehm.GC.” Additionally,

“need” (4), “fixed” (4), and “cause” (4) were related to short bug

fixing times. For example, “I need to implement IMAP save message

to disk for us to fix this bug.”

Bug reports with long bug fixing times had verbs related to

telling. Similar to bug reports with a short fixing time, the most

frequent verb for bug reports with a long fixing time was “is” (33).

However, the next most frequent was “moving” (13), which referred

tomilestones and the phenomenon. For example, “I won’t get to will

refit individual milestones after moving them.” This was followed

by “see” (10) when discussing phenomenon and other bugs and

“works” (7), which provided information such as bug phenomena

and software not working.

The results indicated that the fixing time affected the basis. For

bug reports with short fixing times, more concrete words that tell a

story such as identifying the cause were extracted. In contrast, more

abstract words that did not advance the discussion were extracted

for bug reports with long fixing times. Hence, bug reports with

shorter bug fixing times discussed the bug specifically, whereas

those with longer bug fixing times did not.

RQ3. Does bug fixing time influence the basis of CNN’s decision?

The extracted words depend on fixing time. Concrete words tend

to be extracted for bug reports with shorter fixing times, while

abstract words tend to be extracted for those with long fixing

times.
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FIGURE 12

Word clouds of verbs in bug reports by fixing time.

5. Threats to validity

This study used bug report comments to classify bug reports

into two groups by bug fixing time. Other factors such as bug

difficulty and experience were not considered. This is a threat to

internal validity.

Additionally, only closed bug reports were used. Some bug

reports lacked a discussion, while others contained only one or two

comments. This is another threat to internal validity because the

results may change if the model learns using bug reports with a

small number of comments. To address this issue, the influence

of other impact factors such as maturity of the discussions and

comments on feature extraction should be investigated.

The experimental results may be specific to the dataset used

in our study. This is a threat to external validity. In future, other

datasets should be included to clarify if similar results are generated.

6. Recommendations based on the
findings

Reporters and developers should use caution when working

with bug reports. To reduce the burden on developers, reporters

should include details of how the bug occurred such as the stack

trace. Then, developers can reference such information to more

easily fix bugs.

To improve the efficiency when fixing bugs, developers should

consider the level of abstraction in their comments. Abstract

discussions lead to longer bug fixing times. Concrete discussions

are a characteristic of bug reports with short bug fixing times. In

this study, CNN employs words in concrete discussions to predict

bug fixing time. Hence, word specificity should be considered when

discussing a bug report.

7. Conclusion and future work

This research investigated the influence of the description and

the discussion in a bug report on bug fixing time. The CNN model

predicted and classified bug reports with short or long bug fixing

times with a 75%–80% accuracy. The gradient-based visualization

clarified the words that the model used to extract the features

related to bug fixing time. Bug fixing time affected word specificity.

For example, stack traces appear often in bug reports with short

fixing times, whereas they rarely appear for those with long fixing

times. Based on the result, reporters and developers should use

caution when working with bug reports. To reduce the burden

on developers, reporters should include details of how the bug

occurred, such as the stack trace. Furthermore, developers should

consider the level of abstraction in their comments to improve

efficiency when fixing bugs. Abstract discussions lead to longer bug

fixing times.

To enhance the effectiveness of our method and explore

new applications to achieve effective and practical handling of

bug reports, there are multiple directions for future research

roughly classified into four types as follows: an examination of our

method’s design and settings in detail, evaluation of universality

resulting in generalization of our method, comparison with other

existing state-of-the-art approaches and identification of potential

improvements, and incorporation of other factors.

The first is to examine the architecture of our method based on

deep learning and extend it to improve the classification accuracy

as well as the effectiveness of feature identification.

The second is to evaluate the robustness and universality of our

method under various environments. To consider them, we plan

to conduct N-fold cross-validation experiments using different N

values to confirm their impact on the result. Furthermore, it is

necessary to validate the universality of our method by evaluating

the performance using other real-world datasets withmore reports.
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The third is to compare our method with approaches based

on other existing state-of-the-art models and identify potential

improvements and extensions of our method.

Finally, we plan to consider other factors, particularly the

complexity of the bug and the maturity of the developer, for

further accurate prediction and a better understanding of the

important features.
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